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Executive Interview with LatitudeLearning

**Q**

RACHEL

Which part of the organization owns the objectives of training for extended learning?

**A**

DAVID

LatitudeLearning brings a different flavor to the table with regard to a learning management system or learning management company — we are focused on really training the extended enterprise. It doesn’t mean we don’t do other things, but it’s our passion to make sure we do it well.

What we mean by the extended enterprise are companies that rely on partner organizations to deliver, sell, service and support the products they have out there. That doesn’t matter what your products are. I’ll refer to automotive and heavy industry and that kind of stuff because it’s where we do a lot of work, but the reality is it doesn’t matter what kind of products you sell, you have these networks that you’re relying on to support.

What you think about the extended enterprise, where the L&D function lives, can vary. If you’re training suppliers, oftentimes the L&D function lives in Sales and Operations — it doesn’t stand by itself. If you’re thinking about product, it can often live in the Sales group or the Product group. It varies and it dramatically changes what the requirements are for training. We all want to measure the impact of training. Unfortunately, not a lot of people are using the right tools.

**Q**

RACHEL

How are organizations measuring extended enterprise?

**A**

DAVID

In a recent Brandon Hall Group™ survey, 23% of organizations said they aren’t measuring in any way shape or form — which is a huge number. If you’re investing all this money in training people, to not measure it all is just a scary thing. But for the majority of organizations that are actually going through and doing measurement, they’re using tools that aren’t measuring the impact of training. They’re doing learner surveys: Did you like the course? Customer satisfaction scores are another metric that’s out there: Are getting people satisfied with the service they’re receiving of the company? Course completions, questionnaires and predetermined KPIs are also being used.

*(continued)*
But very small numbers are using the real data of the entity, of the extended enterprise, to drive their training. There’s a real disconnect but there’s also a real profound opportunity for people who are doing training in this space to have a great impact on the business just by beginning to align their training with the measurements that are already there.

Q
RACHEL

Why is it detrimental to the impact of the extended enterprise training programs not to measure them effectively?

A
DAVID

The primary reason is that when your training program lives under one of the separate entities like Sales or Product or whatever it might be, they have very distinct objectives with how they’re moving the needle for their organization — moving more units, selling more parts have higher impact. If you’re not aligning with those things, you’re leaving something on the table and, more importantly, you’re not seen as a value partner.

If you can begin to align those things together, it creates a huge change. It gives you a clear idea as you begin to roll out these changes to your training measurement: Am I moving the needle in the right kind of way? You’re not looking at some ethereal target over here, you’re using real sales data or real data that’s being used to measure that organization already.

Oftentimes, these organizations already have scorecards and evaluation matrices out in the network. They already have their drivers. If you align your training with those drivers, you get a lot more impact out of your training program simply because they know what they’re being measured by. When you begin to tie those things together, it truly has a great impact. If you’re working over here or away from that, you’re swimming upstream unnecessarily.

Q
RACHEL

How do you get your networks to be more engaged and bridge the gap between the business and the extended enterprises?

A
DAVID

We help people and organizations understand what is going on and what are the key drivers for the networks they’re supporting. What are the KPIs? What are the measurement tools? What are the elements that are important to that organization? We then begin to align your training to those requirements, and even go a step further by bringing those elements into your training and overall measurement.

(continued)
Q

RACHEL

How are you collecting this information?

A

DAVID

Most of the organizations are already collecting data through whatever means. They’re using large data libraries and data acquisition things, and they’re already evaluating this stuff independently. Leadership teams are sitting down and asking, “Are we doing the right thing? Are we moving the right number of products? Are we doing those?” It’s already the standard business lexicon for these entities. It’s not usually tough to go find them.

One of the problems of doing this on a large scale is that the subsidies of improvement are sometimes smaller than people would like. But the reality is, as you roll these things out, you see a 1% or 2% change in those FFV scores, which directly impacts the bottom line in terms of the lower warranty costs or the number of parts sold or whatever you’re trying to measure. It is very impactful.

To get started, you have to look at the network — the entity your L&D function operates under. What are the key KPIs or what are the drivers they use to measure the performance of the network? Align the training and then bring those things in and make them part of the training program because that alignment with the performance of the network and everything else has a huge impact. It changes you from being a cost center to being an evaluated partner in your company.

If I’m going to try to move the needle on fixed first visit scores, was it repaired right the first time? When you as a customer bring your car into a dealership, that dealership technician is measured on as an FFV, a fixed first visit or fixed-right first-time score or something along those lines. If you’re flagging in that requirement and you roll out training to help someone improve that, what you see is an uptick in those FFVs. Now you’re not just simply saying, “Let me put a thing out there about repairing something better.” You’re emphasizing that it comes out as part of the training program, and what you’re rolling out from a training perspective is driving that metric for you.

One of the problems of doing this on a large scale is that the subsidies of improvement are sometimes smaller than people would like. But the reality is, as you roll these things out, you see a 1% or 2% change in those FFV scores, which directly impacts the bottom line in terms of the lower warranty costs or the number of parts sold or whatever you’re trying to measure. It is very impactful.

To get started, you have to look at the network — the entity your L&D function operates under. What are the key KPIs or what are the drivers they use to measure the performance of the network? Align the training and then bring those things in and make them part of the training program because that alignment with the performance of the network and everything else has a huge impact. It changes you from being a cost center to being an evaluated partner in your company.

One of the problems of doing this on a large scale is that the subsidies of improvement are sometimes smaller than people would like. But the reality is, as you roll these things out, you see a 1% or 2% change in those FFV scores, which directly impacts the bottom line in terms of the lower warranty costs or the number of parts sold or whatever you’re trying to measure. It is very impactful.

To get started, you have to look at the network — the entity your L&D function operates under. What are the key KPIs or what are the drivers they use to measure the performance of the network? Align the training and then bring those things in and make them part of the training program because that alignment with the performance of the network and everything else has a huge impact. It changes you from being a cost center to being an evaluated partner in your company.
DAVID

There’s the phrase “analysis paralysis.” There’s a lot of data out there. Oftentimes, when we look at the data sets that companies put together, data geeks love what they see because they can get in really deep, and that’s not necessary. You can keep it at a more macro level. If the focus is on quality, FFV, parts sold or units sold, etc., what do we need to do to impact that? You don’t need to consume them all, you just need to find the important ones, decide what they are and choose which ones you’re going to work on.

Take a dealership, for example. If you’re a salesperson, you’re measured this way. If you’re a repair person, you’re measured this way. If you’re a parts person, you’re measured this way. Let’s bring those metrics and make them part of everything — make them part of your curriculum and part of your certification, so they’re there in front of you and then it begins to roll up.

RACHEL

How do you scale back and distill what you need to make the right decisions?

DAVID

I think it should be an ongoing conversation. When you start there, it changes the conversation between you as the L&D provider and the entity you’re working with because it changes the business conversation. It changes from being, “Hey, I’m just simply out here delivering training,” to, “No, how do I help you do your job better? How do I help this network perform better? That has to be our joint objective.”

Products are always changing and needs are always changing. That conversation about the metrics and KPIs has to be equally dynamic. It’s not necessarily weekly. There may be a measurement thing every week, every month, to see how they’re doing. But it’s definitely an annual conversation and something you have to out there to make sure that your next annualized programs are coming out or in alignment with where the organization is going.

RACHEL

How often should you have this conversation on metrics and KPIs?
Q: What additional advice do you have for the extended enterprise and the business?

A: When we see organizations doing well with extended enterprise training, the L&D leadership becomes a value-added partner to the entity. It’s not an after-the-fact thing, it’s “now let’s bring them to the table early on and prepare.” You have to get started at some point.

We also believe that using non-impactful measurement tools is setting people backward. You want to make sure that you begin to align yourself from a business perspective. Start small — pick one little area and start there. And when you see the benefits of it, you can expand to the next one and the next one and the next one. If you try to swallow the whole elephant, you’re not going to be successful.
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